The table of class numbers h of imaginary quadratic fields described in ( 
class number in this range of discriminants. Up to h =49, our tables coincide completely with those of [2] .
Although mere computation cannot supply an answer, one can ask whether these tables are complete-are the last examples observed actually the last examples? To assume h < 125 for D > 4000000 would imply that L(\, x_D) < 1257r/2000 = .1963. For D = l (mod 8), the observed minimum of the ¿-function for D < 4000000 (see Section 2) is three times that. To find such a large D of this congruence class with so small a class number would be quite surprising, but the nonexistence of such D has only been proved for h < 13 [8] .
For D = 3 (mod 8), the minimum of the ¿-function is .1988, which occurs for the very unusual discriminant -991027, of class number 63 (see [3] , [7] ). It does not seem completely unlikely, therefore, for other examples with h < 125 to occur. However, as a glance at Table 3 shows, it is likely that few more, if any, will exist; the largest D in this table is smaller than 3.1 million.
For the even discriminants, it is much more likely that this list is complete. The minimum of the ¿-function, .3041, occurs as early as D = 1154008, and all entries in Table 1 are smaller than 1.5 million. Table 2  Small class numbers for discriminants 1 mod 8   Class number H, first D, last D, number of D, with H(-D) = H   FIRST D  LAST D   NO.   FIRST D  LAST D   NO.   1   3  5  7  9  11  13  15  17  19  21  23  25  27  29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47   49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63   65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79   81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95  97  99   101  103  105  107   109   111  ID  115  117  119 7091  7739  6179  5771  7619  9779  8531  11339  11219  11891  13571  12971  11051  14531  16715  16379  14339  15539  18851  24155  20891  21251  20459  22931  24779  25091  25451  31811  31499  28811  26771  34859  33659  31979  46571  33491  46331  48971  36539  38099  38939  43931  48851  51611   427  1555  3763  6307  13843  17803  30067  31243  48427  58507  85507  111763   103027  126043  134467  164803  189 883  217627  289963  260947  280267  319867  462883  335203  389467  439147  532123  494323  586987  662803  647707  693067  958483  819163  811507  947923  951043  1086187  1004347  1165483  1446547  1225387  1534723  1265587  1548523  1452067  1587763  1684027  2383747  1856563  1765003  1853923  1924267  2127283  2100547  2804587  2143843  28889 23  3060787  3086323  2608747  2696467   10  28  33  69  55 Table 8 Successive minima of ¿ (1) In Tables 4, 5 , and 6 we list the first occurrences of noncyclic class groups of orders < 125. In these, the notation N x M signifies a group C(N) x CXM), with C(N) a cyclic group of order N. The symbol *** means that no example occurred.
Also, as in [1] , the term "noncyclic 2-group" is used for a group whose principal genus is noncyclic. It was proved in [8] that, for D = 7 (mod 8), the groups 3x3, 5x5,7x7
and 11 x 11 do not occur. If our list of small class numbers is complete, then neither 11x11 nor 5x5x5 occur for imaginary quadratic fields. The groups 3x3x3 and 4x4x4 and 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 are also missing here and are even more likely to be nonexistent for imaginary quadratic fields since any such example would have an improbably small value of ¿(1, x). (Remark on notation: Our (7) is Shanks' (3), page 267, and our (8) 
